Introduction
Introduction
Comprehensive stroke centers (CSCs) accept transferred patients from referring hospitals in a given regional area. The transfer process itself has not been studied as a potential factor that may impact outcome. We compared in-hospital mortality and severe disability or death at CSCs between transferred and directly admitted intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) patients of matched severity.
Materials and Methods
We retrospectively reviewed all primary ICH patients from a prospectively-collected stroke registry and electronic medical records, at two tertiary care sites. Patients meeting inclusion criteria were divided into two groups: patients transferred in for a higher level of care and direct presenters. We used propensity scores (PS) to match 175 transfer patients to 175 direct presenters. These patients were taken from a pool of 530 eligible patients, 291 (54.9%) of whom were transferred in for a higher level of care. Severe disability or death was defined as a modified Rankin Scale (mRS) sore of 4-6. Mortality and morbidity were compared between the 2 groups using Pearson chi-squared test and Student t test. We fit logistic regression models to estimate odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals (CI) for association between transfer status and in-hospital mortality and severe disability or death in full and PS-matched patients.
Results
There were no significant differences in the PS-matched transfer and direct presentation groups. Patients transferred to a regional center were not at higher odds of in-hospital mortality (OR: 0.93, 95% CI: 0.50-1.71) and severe disability or death (OR: 0.77, 95% CI: 0.39-
Introduction
Spontaneous non-traumatic intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH) accounts for 10% to 15% of all strokes; however, its mortality is greater than 30%, far exceeding that of ischemic stroke. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] It has been reported that approximately 79% of ICH patients initially present to a non-tertiary care center, [7] and a significant proportion are transferred to tertiary care hospitals for higher level of care. [8] Comprehensive Stroke Centers (CSCs) are regional facilities that accept patients from non-certified hospitals, acute stroke-ready hospitals, and primary stroke centers (PSCs). [9] It is therefore possible that the most critically ill ICH patients presenting to nonCSCs are frequently transferred into CSCs because of the perceived need for advanced clinical resources, neurocritical care, neurosurgical capability, and expertise linked to better patient outcomes. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] With public reporting of hospitals focusing on in-patient mortality as an important quality metric, there is concern that a CSC's mortality rate may be unfairly inflated against the centers that are transferring them the sickest, highest mortality-risk patients, thus "penalizing" CSCs. [15] [16] [17] [18] One aspect that has not been fully evaluated is whether the transfer to a CSC, with its inherent time delay to intensive care, is independently associated with worse outcomes. We hypothesized that patients transferred into a CSC would have higher risk adjusted in-patient mortality and poorer functional status than patients directly presenting to a CSC. We used propensity score (PS) based methods to compare mortality and functional status between ICH patients transferred to CSC and those who presented directly.
Materials and Methods

Study Design and Setting
We retrospectively identified patients with spontaneous ICH at two different CSCs. Data from a prospectively collected data registry was used for site 1 [19] , where as a retrospective chart review of consecutive ICH patients was performed at site 2. Both sites are Joint-Commission certified CSCs and accept transfers from surrounding hospitals; providing 24/7 vascular neurology, neurosurgery, and neurocritical care coverage with dedicated neuro-intensive care units (NICU). Requests for transfer are received by a physician who would then select the destination unit (Emergency Department [ED], NICU, stroke unit, or floor). All patients deemed to be emergent are immediately transferred.
Patients transferred into a CSC were considered exposed while patients presenting directly to a CSC were considered unexposed.
Variables
We collected baseline demographics, including age, sex, race, past medical history, home medication use, illicit substance abuse, baseline National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS) score, Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) on admission, initial imaging findings, and baseline laboratory results for patients at both participating sites.
Measurements
Imaging. Initial CT scans for all patients were reviewed by two neurologists each separately at both sites, blinded to presentation group (transfers or direct presenters) and patient outcomes. Hematoma volumes were measured by the ABCD2 method. [20] Hematoma location was also designated as either supra-or infratentorial, and categorized into the following locations: cortical or lobar, subcortical (e.g., basal ganglia, thalamus), brainstem, and cerebellum. ICH score was calculated for all patients. [21] Outcomes. The primary outcome of interest was all cause in-hospital mortality. This information was consistently available from either prospectively collected data registry or electronic medical records for both sites. We also collected information on discharge disposition, and functional outcome as measured by the modified Rankin Scale (mRS) score at the time of discharge or day 7 (whichever came first). Severe disability or death (SDD) was defined as a mRS score of 4-6, and has been evaluated as a secondary outcome. [22] Data on discharge disposition was available for site 1 from the stroke registry and was abstracted from medical records for site 2. Six levels of disposition were captured as discharge to home, inpatient rehabilitation, skilled nursing facility, subacute unit, transfer to another service, and hospice or death.
Sample Size
We aimed to explore the association between in-hospital mortality and transfer to tertiary care hospitals for ICH patients. Our approach entailed assimilating all eligible ICH cases with complete data elements on all variables, over the period of investigation, from two high volume CSCs. For formal hypothesis testing, a logistic regression of a binary response variable (in-hospital mortality [Y]), on a binary independent variable (transfer [X]) with a sample size of 530 observations (of which 40% are unexposed and 60% are exposed) achieves 80% power at a 0.05 significance level to detect a change in probability (Y = 1) from the baseline value of 0.30 to 0.42. This change corresponds to an odds ratio of 1.68. [23] 
Quantitative Variables
We used propensity scores (PS) to match exposed (transfers) and unexposed (direct presenters) patients. A multivariable logistic regression model was fit to determine the PS for each patient. The PS model included baseline variables available on admission, including, but not limited to: demographics, past medical history, home medications, social history, neurologic exam, initial laboratory results, and initial imaging. A 5:1 computerized greedy matching technique, where exposed patients were first matched to unexposed patients who had a PS that was identical in all 5 digits was employed. [24] Those who did not match were then matched on 4 digits of the PS, continuing down to a 1-digit match on PS for those who remained unmatched. Balance between exposed and unexposed for the covariates in the PS-matched sample was assessed using Pearson chi-squared or independent sample Student t-test where appropriate.
Statistical methods
Descriptive statistics were used to provide summary measures for continuous and categorical variables as means with standard deviations (SD) or medians with interquartile range (IQR) and proportions, respectively. Univariable comparisons were made between the exposed and unexposed patients; categorical variables were tested using either the Chi-Squared Test or the Fisher exact test, whereas student t-test or the Mann Whitney U test was used for continuous variables. Multivariable models were fitted to explore the association between transfer and mortality as the primary outcome, and severe disability and death (mRS 4-6) as a secondary outcome. The unadjusted odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence interval (CI) for mortality and severe disability and death (SDD) were estimated using baseline models. These models were then sequentially risk-adjusted using PS and other important variables. Separate models were fitted for the complete data set and for a PS-matched sub-sample. Alpha was set at 0.05 for all hypothesis testing. Point estimates, confidence intervals, and p values were calculated using SAS version 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC). This study was approved by the local Institutional Review Board at each site.
Results
Descriptive analyses of full and matched cohorts
A total of 530 eligible ICH patients were identified from both sites. Of these, 291 (54.9%) were transferred whereas 239 (45.1%) were direct presenters. The proportion of transferred patients at site 1 was significantly higher as compared to site 2 (59.2% vs. 49.1%, p = 0.02). The number and proportion of exposed (transferred) and unexposed (direct presenters) patients at each site, before and after PS matching is presented in Fig 1. The transferred group had significantly higher proportion of white patients. The transferred patients also had significantly lower NIHSS, higher GCS, lower ICH scores, smaller ICH volumes, and lower proportion with intraventricular extension of hemorrhage. The comparison between transferred and directly admitted patients at both sites, for important demographic, past medical history, and clinical and radiological factors at presentation is shown in Table 1 .
Using PS methods, 175 ICH patients who were transferred were matched to 175 ICH patients who presented directly from the full sample of 530 eligible patients. Baseline characteristics of the PS-matched transfer and direct presentation groups for the combined sites are shown in Table 2 . PS matching balanced the important disease severity differences between exposed and unexposed patients such as presentation NIHSS, GSC, ICH Score, hematoma volume, and presence of IVH. The only difference between the PS-matched groups observed was in race with a higher proportion of the transfer patients being white (59.4% vs. 49.1%, p<0.01).
We also performed PS matching at individual site level. These data were not found to be different from the overall matched sample (data not shown).
Primary Outcome: In-hospital Mortality
In the overall sample of 530 patients, the proportion of in-hospital mortality was significantly higher for direct presenters as compared to those who were transferred (28.0% vs. 18.6%, p = 0.01). There was however no difference between direct and transferred patients for in-hospital mortality in the PS-matched sample (22.9% vs. 25.1%, p = 0.62). The unadjusted OR and 95% CI comparing directly admitted and transferred patients for the primary outcome of inhospital mortality was 0.59 (0.39-0.88), suggesting a statistically significant 41% reduction in mortality for transferred patients. These estimates were no longer significantly different after controlling for PS and other important factors in both the full and the PS-matched cohorts. Table 3 illustrates the odds of in-hospital mortality for transfer patients when compared with direct presenters using multivariable models fitted for both sites combined.
The unadjusted in-hospital mortality was higher for directly admitted patients as compared to transferred patients at both sites individually; however, these differences did not achieve statistical significance. (Site 1: 26.6% vs. 17.8%, p = 0.07 and Site 2: 29.6% vs. 19.8%, p = 0.09). Multivariable models were also fitted for the two sites separately, using similar adjustments as were performed for the combined data. These models did not show a statistically significant difference between transferred and directly admitted patients for in-hospital mortality (data not shown). One exception was the model for site 2 controlling for PS, NIHSS, age, and admission glucose. This model showed significantly lower odds of in-hospital mortality for transferred patients (OR, 95% CI: 0.36 (0.14-0.93). Secondary Outcome: Severe Disability or Death A discharge modified Rankin Scale score of 4 to 6 was defined as severe disability or death (SDD), and was evaluated as a secondary outcome. The proportion of ICH patients with SDD was significantly higher in directly admitted patients as compared to those who were transferred (82.0% vs. 67.4%, p<0.01). This difference was also significant at both sites individually (Site 1: 90.3% vs. 79.4%, p = 0.01 and Site 2: 73.0% vs. 47.8%, p<0.01). Once matched on PS, the difference between exposed and un-exposed patients was no longer statistically significant for SDD (78.9% vs. 75.4%, p = 0.45). We also fitted multivariable models to assess the association of transfer with SDD in full and PS-matched samples, controlling for PS and other important co-variates. All models indicated lower odds of SDD associated with transfer. However, none of the point estimates were statistically significant, other than those obtained from full sample models with adjustment of PS, site, NIHSS, age, and admission glucose. The odds ratios and 95% CI obtained from these models are presented in Table 4 .
Other Outcomes: Discharge Disposition
A significantly higher proportion of transferred patients were discharged home as compared to directly admitted patients (26.8% vs. 13.4%, p<0.01) and likewise a higher proportion of directly admitted patients were discharged to hospice or died as compared to those who were transferred (35.2% vs. 23.0%, p<0.01). However, these differences among transferred and directly admitted patients for discharge disposition were not significant in the PS-matched sample as shown in Table 5 . Table 5 also summarizes other important outcomes in the PSmatched sample. 
Discussion
We explored association between in-hospital mortality and transfer to a higher level of care for ICH patients. Our primary outcome of interest was in-hospital mortality, as this has been a recent focus of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) in the US, for public reporting and ranking of hospitals' quality of care. In an effort to improve in-hospital quality of care for its beneficiaries, the CMS has issued new rules that update its payment policies, under the In-patient Prospective Payment System (IPPS). [25] The new IPPS rule focuses on two primary metrics for stroke patients: 30-day unplanned readmission and 30-day death rate. The 30-day death is defined as deaths from any cause with 30 days of a hospital admission, and thus includes a measure of in-patient mortality. The lack of risk-adjustment, specifically stroke severity, in the IPPS rule for stroke mortality has been critiqued at length. [26] Although in its current form, the IPPS rule principally applies to patients with ischemic stroke, recent updates have added broader stroke related International Classification of Disease (ICD) 9 codes that can potentially capture some ICH patients as well. [27] Extension of the rule to report ICH related mortality can also be envisioned. Furthermore, in-hospital mortality continues to be an important stroke related quality of care metric used by other hospital benchmarking organizations such as University Health Systems Consortium (UHC). [28] As CSCs accept a large number of ICH patients from smaller, non-tertiary care hospitals, inflation of in-hospital mortality continues to remain a concern for physicians and hospital administrators alike. Over time, the number of patients with ICH transferred from outside facilities has steadily increased. [8, 29] A clear understanding of the impact that the transfer process may have on patient outcome is essential given the limited advanced clinical resources, neurocritical care, neurosurgical capability, and diagnostic expertise available at the primary hospital. [30, 31] Our literature review revealed only a few small reports that have described specific transfer related parameters that may be associated with poor outcomes in ICH patients. [32, 33] We hypothesized that ICH patients transferred to CSCs could have higher in-hospital mortality than direct presenters. Our hypothesis was based upon assumption that the inherent delay in receiving intensive care could be associated with increased mortality risk. For example, it is conceivable that blood pressure control is highly variable and is not as tightly regulated during the transfer process when compared to patients directly admitted to CSCs. To address this hypothesis, we used propensity score matching to compare direct presenters and transfer patients with similar demographics, comorbidities, and ICH severity. Using this methodology, we observed no difference in mortality between those who were transferred for a higher level of care and those who presented directly to our two tertiary care centers. Therefore, we found no evidence that patients transferred for a higher level of care had higher odds of mortality when compared to matched direct presenters.
A prior study from a single tertiary care hospital, of 77 direct presenters and 48 transferred ICH patients, reported a significantly greater proportion of directly admitted patients with better outcome (mRS 0-3) at hospital discharge. [34] However, the investigators did not find any differences for in-hospital mortality between the two groups (22.1% vs. 22.9%, p = 0.91). Although our results corroborate with this report in terms of in-hospital mortality, our data did not show worse outcomes (mRS 4-6) associated with transfer. Differences in patient population, pre-tertiary hospital care, and regional referral patterns may account for this variation. Our findings are also similar to another report from larger national inpatient sample database, that showed no difference between transferred and non-transferred ICH patients for in-hospital mortality. [35] However, lack of stroke specific disease severity measures may not readily permit adequate adjustments in such administrative databases. [36] Unlike previous studies, the unique nature of the PS method allowed us to match direct presenters and transfers on the probability of being transferred, controlling for factors known at the time that the decision was made to transfer to a tertiary care center. Our findings should be interpreted in the context of its known and potential limitations. Our small sample size may have limited our ability to detect differences between groups; however, a sample size of 175 matches is seen as reasonable for PS methodology. [37, 38] This study focuses on the short-term outcomes of ICH patients cared for at two tertiary care facilities. We do not have information on all ICH patients presenting to acute care hospitals in each of our catchment areas. We report our observations as tertiary care centers receiving patients in transfer, not as centers transferring patients out for a higher level of care. Unfortunately, the lack of granularity in outside medical records prevents us from reporting on management parameters at referring hospitals, the amount of time spent at outside facilities, the amount of time spent in transit from the transferring hospital to the receiving hospital, and the relationship between these blocks of time and short-term mortality. Finally, our findings may not be readily generalizable to other CSCs or hospital systems, based on regional differences in patient populations and referral patterns.
Despite these limitations, we feel that this analysis contributes to the literature in two ways: (1) it demonstrates that the process of transfer, in-and-of itself, does not appear to increase inhospital mortality in ICH patients, (2) it also serves the important role of starting a dialogue about the implications of using short-term mortality without adjustment for ICH severity as a quality metric in ICH patients. Further prospective research is needed to determine if transfer is truly associated with higher risk of in-hospital mortality in ICH patients. Variations in provision of initial care and independence of hospital systems are some of the challenges in this regard. We propose harnessing the potential of national and regional stroke research consortia to assimilate cohorts of ICH patients, at various levels of care, that allow for collection of patient level outcomes data, including transfer metrics. If our results are replicated in larger samples and different sites, it would suggest that the transfer process does not pose increased harm to patients with ICH who are being referred to a more advanced center for a higher level of care.
